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・ About the sewer system facilities 

・ About the operation and 
maintenance of the sewer system 
facilities 



Tokyo Sewers (23 Wards)

General Sewer Facilities

Sewage pipes

(Main pipes)
15,830 km

Manholes 480,000

Public intercepting 

inlets 1,880,000

From the 2010 Tokyo Metropolitan Government 

Bureau of Sewerage Summary of Business



Water dirtied after use in household kitchens, toilets and baths 

etc. flows into the sewage system.  

Entrance to the Sewer System



Role 

・ Port for conducting sewer inspections/cleaning 

・ Carries sewage from buildings to the main pipe of the sewer system 

Types 

Combined: Public intercepting inlet (household sewage and rainwater) 

Branching: Public intercepting inlet (household sewage) 

: Public rainwater inlet (rainwater from residential land) 

・ Rainwater inlet for road drainage (collects rainwater from roads) 

Public Inlets and Collecting 

Sewers
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Public Inlets

L-type intercepting chamber

Circular intercepting 

chamber

Rainwater inlet for 

road drainage



Pipes (Main Pipe)

 Branching type 

Storm drain 

Sanitary sewer

 Merging type 

Junction pipe 

(Intercepting sewer) 

Role 

The pipes collect rain and dirty water 

produced from households and factories, and 

convey it to the water reclamation center.

Removal 

method
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Pipes (Main Pipe)

Large diameter 

pipe (inner 

diameter 8 m)

Established in 1884, Kanda sewer 

(brickwork) is still currently in use)



Manholes

Role 

 To provide access for humans to carry out operation and 

maintenance (surveys and inspections) of the pipe (main pipe) 

Installation location 

 Origin or junction of pipes 

 Points where the gradient or diameter changes 

Made such that people can always have access 

(The method of opening the cover varies according to 
the type)
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Circular manhole (inner dia. 90 cm) cross-section 

Horizontal cross-section view Plane view Vertical cross-section view



Old type

Since 1992

Newest type 

(numbered)

Manhole covers



Shatterproof type Double cover 
(pressure cover)

Square cover



 In combined sewer systems, sewage exceeding a 
fixed quantity is overflowed and ejected into the 
public water area in times of rain. 

 A fixed quantity of sewage is allowed to flow down 
to the pump facility or treatment plant (3Q = 3 times 
the designed wastewater flow) 

 Consists of a diversion weir, storm outlet and an 
intercepting sewer. 

 Suitable maintenance is carried out on the 
intercepting sewer such that sewage does not drain 
in fine weather. 

Diversion Manhole



Diversion Manhole

Fine 

weather

Rainy 

weather

Diversion 
weir

Rainwater outlet

Rain water 
storage pond 



Storm outfall 
sewer

Storm outfall 
sewer

Downstream of the diversion 
manhole forms a river

Back-flow valve



・ Established in order to transverse rivers, railroads 

and underground objects belonging to other 

businesses 

・ Consists of an inverted siphon pipe and an 

inverted siphon manhole. 

・ Prone to trouble downstream of the sewage. 

・ Periodic cleaning of the inverted siphon and the 

catch basin is necessary

Inverted Siphon



River

Inverted Siphon

Mud 
accumulates
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Example of an inverted siphon
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○ The sewer system facilities form the nucleus of the drainage system and 

must be suitably maintained as they are intimately related to the daily life 

of the residents.

・ Operation and Maintenance of the 

System Facilities
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○ Manifest the functionality expected at time of design.

・ Maintain discharge capacity.

・ Prevent damage consequent on the construction work of other 
businesses.

・ Prevent trouble due to damage or corrosion etc of conduit line.

・ Extend the service life of the conduit line.



・ Inspection tours 

・ Patrols 

・ Checks 

・ Surveys within conduits 

・ Conduit cleaning 

・ Maintenance inspections 

・ Troubleshooting (pipe blockage, road subsidence, bad 

smells) 

・ Functional recovery of the system facilities (repairs, 

reforms)

Details of Operation and 

Maintenance



・ Patrols on foot, by bicycle and by car to check for 

abnormalities. 

① Checks for ground surface subsidence of the 

sections owned 

② Instability/damage etc to manhole covers and 

drain covers 

③ Bad smells from manholes and drains.

Inspection Tours



People can trip on the step made with the 
road surface, causing injury

Inspection Tours



・ Surveys to ensure pipes etc do not become 

damaged from the outside. 

① Attendance at construction adjoining sewage 

facilities 

② Temporary utilization conditions of the public 

sewage system at construction sites 

③ Checks for unlawful occupation etc of sanitary 

drainage sites 

④ Detection of unlawful connections to sewage pipes 

⑤ Detection of unlawful dumping into sanitary 

drainage

Patrols



Field surveys based on reports 
of unlawful dumping

Patrols



Pipes 

① Flow condition 

② Sediment deposit 

condition 

③ Damage condition 

④ Underground water 

permeation condition 

Checks (Pipes and Manholes)

Manholes 

① Cover, frame

② Metal fitting 
footholds

③ Inverts

④ Condition of the side 
wall etc

⑤ Inverted siphon 
manholes

Scum, silt



・ Water quality and gas concentration 
measurements at plants handling heavy metals or 
chemicals etc 

・ Existence of overflow at diversion manholes 
during good weather; condition of intercepting 
sewers 

・ Condition of pipes contained in multipurpose 
underground utility conduits 

・ Open/closed status of surge protection gates; 
condition of river dykes and gates 

・ Operating status of manhole pumps 

・ Appearance of fiber-optic cables etc

Checks (Other)



Operation checks for surge 
protection gates

Concentration measurements of 
hydrogen sulphide gas (drains)

Concentration measurements of 
hydrogen sulphide gas (manholes)

Pipe eroded by chemicals



1. Objective of surveys 
Implemented in order to survey the present condition 

of main pipes, manholes, drains, and collecting sewers; and to 
acquire data for the prevention of trouble arising in the system 
facilities and for repair and improvement work. 

2. Survey method 

Small bore pipes (pipe inner diameter 250 mm – 800 mm) 

・Parallel and lateral observations by video camera 

(A mirrored camera is used to enable simultaneous parallel and 
lateral observations.) 

Large bore pipes (pipe diameter 800 mm or more) 

・ Examiners enter the pipe and take photographs.

Surveys within Conduits

Annual length surveyed approx. 701 km 
(urban districts, 2010)



Conduit Surveys by Video 

Camera

Source: Tokyo Metropolitan Government 

Bureau of Sewerage website

Survey by 
video 

camera 



Survey using mirrors 
and light

Survey Using Video Camera for 
Collecting Sewers



Cleaning Work

Households, 

restaurants 

etc

Sewage

Rainfall Rainwater 

Floating matter, fats and oils

Silt

Sewer pipe

Settlement, 

deposition
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Diversion weirs overflow in good 

weather and discharge into rivers.

Source of flooding during rainfall.



・ Period of cleaning 

The dry season from November to April (water level in the pipes is 

low) 

* Cleaning is performed in flood-prone districts prior to the rainy 

season 

・Determination of necessity of cleaning 

Silt depth is from around 10% of the inner diameter 

* From around 5% for flood or bad smell prevention measures

Cleaning Work

Annual length cleaned approx. 200 km (urban 
districts, 2010)



Cleaning Work 

Classification Work

Cleaning by 

humans

Bucket machine work

Direct manpower work

Machine 

cleaning

High pressure cleaning truck

Suction truck work

Inverted siphon 

manhole 

cleaning 

Human work

Special cleaning truck work

Suction truck work



Maintenance Inspections 

(Attendance)

・ Objective of maintenance inspections 

(attendance work) 

Preservation of sewage facilities in the 

case other construction adjacent to the 

sewer system facilities is carried out 

・ Details 

Confirm condition, isolation, presence of 

damage and protection method etc of 

conduit before, during and after 

construction work.



・ Main pipe blockage 

・ Inlets and collecting sewer blockage 

・ Manhole and drain cover damage, 

instability・・・・・replacement of damaged 

cover etc 

・ Road subsidence・・・・・・emergency measures for 

subsiding sections 

・ Bad smells ・・・・・・・・・ investigation of cause

Troubleshooting

Removal of 

blockage



・Inlets and collecting sewers 

Blockage due to cloth, vinyl bags, paper, wood 

cuttings etc. 

Blockage due to tree root penetration, mortar, 

fats 

Damage to inlet by land subsidence etc 

・ Cover, frame 

Abrasion due to deterioration over time 

Damage, instability due to passage of traffic

Troubleshooting (Primary 

Causes of Trouble)



Troubleshooting

In the case a narrow sewer pipe is 

blocked, the blockage is removed by 

inserting a hose into the manhole or 

house inlet and spraying high-pressure 

water.

Before 
execution

After execution



Blocked Condition of a

D r a in a g e P i p e ( L a r d )

Sewer pipe
Oil ball found in 

Odaiba 



Road 
subsidence 
condition

Excavation and 
investigation of 

cause

Road Subsidence



Road Subsidence



Sewer Smell Survey (Building 
Cesspit Smell)

Building cesspit smell 

Rainwater 
inlet

Building

Drainage

Sewer 
system

Building 
cesspit

Drainage 
pump

House
inlet

Basement



Concrete pipe corrosion 

Corrosion of Conduit due 
to Hydrogen Sulphide 



1. General repair work 

2. Preservation and maintenance work 

3. Maintenance work accompanying road construction 

4. Improvement work

Functional Recovery of 

System Facilities



① Replacement and inner surface repairs of short lengths of main pipe 

② Manhole block/upper section replacement, side wall/base maintenance 

③ Laying replacement of inlets/collecting sewers, replacement of upper 
sections of inlets 

④ Interior surface repairs of collecting sewers 

⑤ Removal of disused inlets/collecting sewers

General Repair Work

Low urgency work

Annual length repaired: 50 km (main pipes, 
collecting sewers), 15,200 locations (manholes, 
inlets) (urban districts, 2010)



① Replacement of pipes of less than 400 mm diameter, 10 m length 

② Pipe replacement for collecting sewers 

③ Replacement of upper sections of manholes 

④ Replacement of inlets 

⑤ Interior surface repairs for main pipes or collecting sewers 

⑥ Void inspections, subsidence surveys

Preservation and Maintenance Work

Work necessitating emergency response such as road subsidence

countermeasures etc. (same day – within 7 days)

Annual length repaired: 7.1 km (main pipes, 
collecting sewers), 3,000 locations (manholes, 
inlets) (urban districts, 2009)



Before collecting 
sewer work

After collecting 
sewer work

Before main pipe 
work

After main pipe 
work



① Protection, repairs for main pipes 

② Raising, lowering or repairs to manholes 

③ Raising, lowering, relocation or repairs to inlets 

④ Removal of disused inlets 

⑤ Relocation or repairs of collecting sewers

Maintenance Work Accompanying 

Road Construction

In the case changes to the height of the road surface

occur due to road surface work

Annual length repaired: 7.6 km (main pipes, 
collecting sewers), 13,200 locations 
(manholes, inlets) (urban districts, 2009)



① When partial repairs will not work 

② When pipe and discharge capacity is insufficient 

③ When replacing pipe due to road works

Improvement Work

Lengthen service life by replacement and rehabilitation

(Inner surface coating = non-drilled) 

in units of spans (from manhole to manhole) 

Annual construction length: 50 km (manholes, 

inlets) (urban districts, 2009)



Rehabilitation Methods

Rehabilitation method 



・ Storm water storage facilities 

・ Filtration screens 

・ Manhole pumps 

・ Fiber-optic cables 

・ Water reclamation facilities

New Sewage Facilities



Storm Water Storage Facilities

・ Test runs for each 
apparatus 

・ Oil supply, grease up 

・ Electrical equipment 
checks 

・Communications 
equipment checks 

・ Drainage pump checks 

・ Sediment cleaning

Temporarily stores rainwater during heavy rain (peak cut), reducing the 

burden on the pipes downstream and preventing flooding



・ Test runs for each 

apparatus 

・ Electrical equipment 

checks 

・ Communications 

equipment checks 

・ Screen checks 

・ Sediment cleaning 

Filtration Screens

Prevents white solids and impurities from passing over 

diversion weirs and discharging into rivers

RSWsf-type

Applied to diversion chamber Pole-type 
switchbox 

Inside of a 
pole-type 
switchbox



・ Pumping operation condition 

・ Appearance (presence of abnormalities) 

・ Electrical equipment checks 

・ Communications equipment checks 

・ Water gauge checks

Manhole Pumps

Sewage in confined areas where downward flow is 

geographically difficult by natural gradient is pumped by 

pumping facilities installed in manholes



Fiber-optic Cable Facilities

Fibre optics are laid in sewage pipes for remote operation of pump 

facilities, communications in between offices, transmission of mainline 

water level information, and loan to private telecommunications carriers 

etc.

 Cable exterior condition 

 Cable sag etc 

 Condition of fixing points 

Fiber-optic cable 



・ Conveying pipe 

・ Valve chamber 

・ Gate valve 

・ Air choke valve 

・ Drain valve

Water Reclamation Facilities 

(Conveying Pipe)

Reclaimed water that has received advanced treatment at the 

water reclamation centre is supplied as toilet water for 

skyscrapers or road sprinkling water as a heat islands 

countermeasure



Thank you for your attention.


